Year 8 International events
Choose your homework from the pic a mix below. Remember to pick the level of difficultly to suit the target you are aiming for.

Pictogram
Create a collage of
images that sum up
events between 1939‐
1969

Create a quiz
Create a quiz game
about the attack on
Pearl Harbour

The evolution of man
Is History right to judge
Truman as a killer because of
the A Bomb?

Film Script
Write a script for a film
about the Moon Landings

Comic strip
Create a 10 frame
comic strip to show
how the attack on
Pearl Harbour
happened

Factsheet
Come up with a minimum of
12 facts about Yuri Gagarin
and Alan Shepherd

Create a model ‐ harder
Create a model of the
moon landing

Top Trumps
Create a set of Top
Trumps about the
various events of the
era

Poem
Create a poem to sum up
Neil Armstrong’s feelings
about landing on the moon.

Factsheet 2
Come up with a
minimum of 12 facts
about the Atomic Bomb

Song
Create a song about
the Moon landings

Newspaper article
Write an article from both
the Japanese and American
point of view about the A
bomb.

Display
Design some bunting
showing a timeline of
events between 1939‐69

Theory in History
Were the moon
landings real?

Tweet
Write a tweet from a pilot
involved in the Battle of
Britain

Design a website
Create a google banner
showing the dropping of
the bomb, the attack on
P Harbour or the moon
landing

Starter activity
Create a word search
about the events
between 1939‐69

How to…
Prepare for a trip to the
moon! What did Neil
Armstrong need to have
ready for his journey to the
moon?

This homework sheet will cover the whole topic and will run over six weeks. The basic expectation for this topic is that you will achieve 10 globes.
This can be achieved by completing a range of easy, medium and hard homework’s. The number of globes shows the difficulty rating - 1 is easy and 3
is hard!
The final deadline for achieving the 10 globes is 26th May 2017. If you have failed to hand in work that equates to 10 globes there will be an hour’s
detention! You will be expected to hand in at least one task every week. DO NOT leave it all until 26th May!

Year 8 World War Two pick and mix homework.
Choose your homework from the pic a mix below. Remember to pick the level of difficultly to suit the target you are aiming for.

Key word flash cards
Create a list of 10 key
adjectives that sum up
fighting in WW2

Create a quiz
Come up with 10
questions about the
events of WW1

The evolution of man
How did the role of Churchill
change as WW2 progressed?

Script
Write an interview
between Hitler and
Chamberlain at the
Munich Conference

Comic strip
Create a 10 frame
comic strip to show
how lives changed in
the Blitz

Factsheet
Come up with a minimum of
12 facts about Dwight D.
Eisenhower & his plans for
D‐Day

Create a model ‐ harder
Create a model of a
WW2 fighting machine –
a spitfire or a tank

Board game Bonanza
Make a board game
about the battles of
WW2 – Britain, Russia,
Atlantic etc.

Poem
Create a poem to summarise
the mood and feelings of the
Blitz in London

Factsheet 2
Come up with a
minimum of 12 facts
about the German Army
in WW2

Song
Put new lyrics to the
song “Doe a deer”
(from the Sound of
Music) about WW2

Newspaper article
The Fall of France to Nazi
control

Display
Design a new version of
the Keep Calm and Carry
on poster from WW2

Theory in History
Was the policy of
appeasement a bad idea
from the start?

Tweet
Write a tweet from a pilot
involved in the Battle of
Britain

Design a website
Create a google banner
celebrating a key WW2
event – e.g. D‐Day, VE
Day, Battle of Britain

Starter activity
Write an acrostic
poem using the word
Blitzkrieg

How to…
Top ten tips for surviving
WW2 with rationing,
bombing and blackouts!

This homework sheet will cover the whole topic and will run over six weeks. The basic expectation for this topic is that you will achieve 10 spitfires.
This can be achieved by completing a range of easy, medium and hard homework’s. The number of spitfires shows the difficulty rating - 1 is easy
and 3 is hard!
The final deadline for achieving the 10 spitfires is 7th April 2017. If you have failed to hand in work that equates to 10 spitfires there will be an
hour’s detention! You will be expected to hand in at least one task every week. DO NOT leave it all until 7th April!

Year 8 Rise of the Dictators Pick and Mix homework.

Key word flash cards
Create a list of 10 key
adjectives that sum up
the personality one of
the 3 dictators

Create a quiz
Come up with 10
questions about the
military experience of
Hitler

The evolution of man
How did Stalin evolve into a
Dictator?

Timeline
Create an interesting way
to show the rise of the
Dictators in Europe and
Asia after WW1 and
WW2

Comic strip
Create a 10 frame
comic strip about the
relationship between
Mussolini and Hitler

Factsheet
Come up with a minimum of
12 facts about Adolf Hitler

Create an Acrostic Poem
Pick a dictator of your
choice and create an
acrostic poem for them
describing their
personalities.

Board game Bonanza
Make a board game
about Mussolini’s life
and work in Italy

Poem
Create a poem about the
what it means to be a
dictator

Factsheet 2
Come up with a
minimum of 12 facts
Joseph Stalin

Song
Write a song about
the impact of the
Dictators on their
countries and Europe

Newspaper article
Write a detailed report
about the death of Mussolini
and why he was so hated in
Italy

Create a word search
Make a word search
about the groups Hitler
set up in Germany.
Come up with at least 10.

Theory in History
Why was Mussolini seen
as a failure as leader of
Italy?

Tweet
Write a tweet about the
death of Hitler

Design a website
Create a website for
people to research the
dictators of Europe and
Asia since 1918

Starter activity
Create a list of 7
true/false statements
about one of the
dictators to swap with
a partner as a starter!

Create a crossword
Create a crossword with
questions about all the
dictators.

This homework sheet will cover the whole topic and will run over six weeks. The basic expectation for this topic is that you will achieve 12 hats.
This can be achieved by completing a range of easy, medium and hard homework’s. The number of hats shows the difficulty rating - 1 is easy and 3
is hard!
The final deadline for achieving the 12 hats is Week Commencing 13th February. If you have failed to hand in work that equates to 12 hats there
will be an hour’s detention!

Year 8 World War One pick and mix homework.
Choose your homework from the pic a mix below. Remember to pick the level of difficultly to suit the target you are aiming for.

Key word flash cards
Create a list of 10 key
adjectives that sum up
fighting in WW1

Create a quiz
Come up with 10
questions about the
events of WW1

The evolution of man
How did the appearance of
soldiers in the trenches
change as the war
progressed?

Timeline
Create an interesting way
to show the progression
of WW1 from 1914‐1918

Comic strip
Create a 10 frame
comic strip to show
life in the trenches

Factsheet
Come up with a minimum of
12 facts about Field Marshall
Douglas Haig

Create a model ‐ harder
Create a model of a
WW1 trench

Board game Bonanza
Make a board game
about the battles of
WW1

Poem
Create a poem to summarise
the mood and feelings after
the Battle of the Somme

Factsheet 2
Come up with a
minimum of 12 facts
about the German Army

Song
Put new lyrics to the
song “Doe a deer”
(from the Sound of
Music) about WW1

Newspaper article
Write a detailed report
about the end of WW1 and
the Armistice

Display
What were the uniforms
of WW1 soldiers like?

Tweet
Theory in History
Write a tweet about a typical
Were the generals too
weak during WW1? Was day in the trenches
it America that won the
war?

Design a website
Create a website showing
the bravery of main
soldiers in WW1

Starter activity
Write an acrostic
poem using the word
Trench

Create a movie
Show how men were
recruited and trained for
WW1

This homework sheet will cover the whole topic and will run over six weeks. The basic expectation for this topic is that you will achieve 10 poppies.
This can be achieved by completing a range of easy, medium and hard homework’s. The number of poppies shows the difficulty rating - 1 is easy and
3 is hard!
The final deadline for achieving the 10 poppies is 9th December 2016. If you have failed to hand in work that equates to 10 poppies there will be an
hour’s detention! You will be expected to hand in at least one task every week. DO NOT leave it all until 9th December

Year 8 greatest Britons pick & mix homework.
Choose your homework from the pic a mix below. Remember to pick the level of difficultly to suit the target you are aiming for.

Key word flash cards
Create a list of 10 key
adjectives that sum up
the personality of
Winston Churchill

Create a quiz
Come up with 10
questions about the life
and work of Brunel

The evolution of man
What was Charles Darwin’s
theory about evolution? Was
it popular? Why/why not?

Timeline
Create an interesting way
to show the progression
of Florence Nightingale’s
achievements

Comic strip
Create a 10 frame
comic strip about the
relationship between
John Lennon and Paul
McCartney

Factsheet
Come up with a minimum of
12 facts about Queen
Victoria

Create a model ‐ harder
Create a model of one of
Brunel’s inventions – e.g.
The Clifton suspension
bridge

Board game Bonanza
Make a board game
about Shakespeare’s
work

Poem
Create a poem about the life
and death of Princess Diana

Factsheet 2
Come up with a
minimum of 12 facts
about Florence
Nightingale’s life and
career

Song
Write some 21st
century lyrics for John
Lennon’s song
“Imagine”

Newspaper article
Write a detailed report
about the death of Elizabeth
I explaining why it left the
country in limbo

Theory in History
Why was Churchill
remembered so fondly
after WW2 but not after
WW1?

Tweet
Write a tweet about the
death of John Lennon

Design a website
Create a website for
people to research the
great Briton nominees
and vote or their
favourite

Starter activity
Write an obituary for a
Greatest Briton of
your choice

Create an advert
Create an advert for your
favourite Briton from the list
to persuade people to vote
for them as the greatest
Briton

This homework sheet will cover the whole topic and will run over six weeks. The basic expectation for this topic is that you will achieve 12 flags.
This can be achieved by completing a range of easy, medium and hard homework’s. The number of flags shows the difficulty rating - 1 is easy and 3
is hard!

